
Arcadia which owns the Topshop, Topman, Dorothy Perkins, Wallis,
Miss Selfridge, Evans, Burton and Outfit brands, trading from over
500 stores in the UK and Ireland and employing over 13,000 warned
over the ended that it would enter administration if emergency
funding was not found. In a surprise move this morning the Frazer
Group has confirmed it has offered £50m of emergency funding to
Philip Green's Arcadia fashion group, to help stave off falling into
administration. Frasers said it was awaiting a substantive response.
"Should the company and the Arcadia Group's efforts to agree an
emergency funding package fail and the Arcadia Group enter into
administration, the company would be interested in participating in
any sale process," Frasers said. It also has 34 sites in Ireland. The
situation in Arcadia typifies the impact that Covid 19 has had on the
high-street. It is the latest UK retailer to have been hit by the closure
of stores due to lockdowns caused by COVID 19. Other groups to
suffer similar fate included Debenhams, Edinburgh Woollen Mill
Group and Oasis Warehouse which all went into insolvency since
the pandemic struck in March. Many retailers fear that other high-
street stores could follow suit if the vaccine roll out is delayed in any
way 
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30/11/2020 - Chinese Manufacturing PMI
30/11/2020 - ECB President Lagarde speaks
01/12/2020 - RBA Rate Decision
01/12/2020 - US Manufacturing PMI
01/12/2020 - Fed Powel testifies 
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Equities: After a very strong month European equities are opening a little weaker as Brexit
talks resume and nervousness remains on the possibility of no deal.  Investors await a call
between UK PM and EU president as a sign things are progressing or collapsing. Broader
Global indices are all pausing and may go sidewise for a few days after such a strong rally.
Elsewhere Oil and gas stocks slipped ahead of OPEC meeting and concerns that changes to
global output maybe on the cards.
Currencies: The Dollar has come under pressure as a view forms that Janet Yellen and Fed
chair Powell will drive a strategy of a super easy monetary policy in the new administration.
Against this the Euro saw a strong bid in markets  but may see some action depending on
Brexit negotiations.  
Safe-havens: Gold was the big loser in November dropping 5.6% to 1771 as investors
moved out of safe havens and into risk assets on the back of positive vaccine news.  Yields
on 10year bonds remained unchanged over the course of the month
Looking ahead: Economic markets will be focused towards US news as Fed Chair Powel
testifies on Tuesday & Wednesday and a raft of US economic data will arise later in the
week. Big focus will be on non farm payroll numbers which are expected to have slowed to
500k in Nov. The US unemployment rate is expected at 6.7%. While in Europe  the
unemployment rate is expected to have edged higher to 8.4% with hospitality sector and
travel being main areas of focus. Ireland will release Q3 national accounts data which is
expected to show a bounce numbers in the domestic economy. 

Arcadia

China recovery bodes well for the world
In an interesting indication as to what can happen when the Covid
19 pandemic is brought under control we saw that latest China's
factory activity expanded at the fastest pace in more than three
years in November, while growth in the services sector also hit a
multi-year high. Upbeat data released today suggests the world's
second-largest economy is on track to become the first to
completely shake off the drag from widespread industry shutdowns.
Recent Chinese production data shows manufacturing is now at
pre-pandemic levels. The Chinese economy is expected to expand
around 2% for the full year, the weakest in over three decades but
still much stronger than other major economies that are struggling
to bring their coronavirus outbreaks under control.  It suggests that
as vaccination programmes roll out globally we should see Global
economies start to rebound quickly with pent up demand driving
economic recovery. 

In an interesting development the former President of the ECB,
Mario Draghi, has argued strongly that public debt should be
allowed to increase in this crisis as the alternative risks a
“permanent destruction of capacity and therefore the fiscal base”,
which would be much more damaging to the economy and
eventually government finances over the medium term. He argues
that low interest rates should be used to allow governments
nextend their debt profiles at very attractive levels. 

Economic warning


